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CORE VALUES
GLOBAL7

This is a new exciting, dynamic and 
practical 2 DAY MASTER COURSE IN 
ACTING in the evenings, designed for 
adults who are passionate and have an 
interest in developing their acting and 
voiceover skills.

This short course will inspire and motivate 
you and build your confidence in acting. 
You will learn how to develop a character, 
how to approach a script in a supportive 
and creative environment. Throughout the 
course you will receive feedback. Further 
acting training is encouraged for those 
wanting to pursue a career as an actor.

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DE&I) matters, 
representation matters. At GLOBAL7 we understand 
this and the need to inspire and develop the talent of 
disadvantaged underrepresented communities, 
especially Black, Asian and minority ethnic 
communities in the entertainment industry, by 
delivering short courses and by the GLOBAL7 talent 
agency.

It’s important that the industry as a whole continues 
to diversify the pipeline of talent on and off screen and 
open up opportunities for people from different 
cultural backgrounds.

The GLOBAL7 2 DAY MASTER COURSE ACTING is 
affordable, accessible practical training with leading 
industry experts i.e., casting directors, directors and 
actors, and further training is encouraged for those 
serious about pursuing a career as an actor.

Through ongoing training and talent representation, 
GLOBAL7 is committed to developing an inclusive 
economy and increasing prosperity through 
innovation and collaboration.

The course is suitable for adults with some or no 
experience in acting and who wish to:

•  Gain a better understanding of the acting industry

   Develop and enhance their technical and creative   
    performance skills

   Learn about the casting / audition process and what   
    casting directors are looking for

   Pursue acting as a career as this course is an   
    excellent introduction into acting

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR

This course is open to anyone who is interested in 
acting. There is no audition and you do not require 
previous acting experience but a willingness to learn, 
work hard and engage fully in the creative process. 
We ask that participants be respectful and excellent 
team players.

The course would particularly benefit people wishing 
to:

   Get into the world of acting with no experience or   
    build on or refresh previous acting experience.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 

  LOCATION

01zero-one, Hopkins street, London W1F0HS Parking is 
available at the NCP car parks very close by in Brewer 
street and Poland street. Nearest tube: Piccadilly 
Circus (Exit 1,5 minutes walk) The 01zero-one entrance 
is on Hopkins Street. There will also be online sessions.

  TIME

6:00pm – 9:30pm
(Registration at 5:45pm)

£250 (Original price £300, save £50!)
One complete payment

Please note: Payments are to be made in 

full before the course starts. Payments are 

non refundable.

WHERE AND WHEN 

SPECIAL 
OFFER

Save
£50

Passion & Creativity, 
Equality, Diversity, 
Inclusion, Respect, 
Integrity, Transparency,
Excellence & Accountability

Diversity, Equity 
and Inclusion (DE&I)
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A warm welcome from GLOBAL7 with an outline of 
the course, its objectives and ambitions. Participants 
will be able to introduce themselves and learn from 
each other through group discussions, improvisation 
and working together on scripts with a Casting 
Director.

For this course to thrive and fully serve the needs of its 
participants, it is essential that it is set in a trusted, 
respected, encouraging and creative environment. 
The intention of this session is to establish trust as the 
foundation. 

Each student will be asked to choose a scene(s) and 
will perform it as a mock audition. The mock audition 
will consist of a brief chat about either the scene, 
characters or participant, then a read with notes / 
direction given.

Previous guest directors have included Diana Patrick, 
Coronation Street and Mike Cocker, Holby City. 
What is the #1 secret to the Actor / Director 
Relationship? Trust.

Actors begin by trusting the director with their vision 
as they trust you with being able to deliver a great and 
meaningful performance.

To find a character you are playing, actors must 
research the world that the characters live in, engage 
with their feelings and emotions. A good director 
understands an actor’s vulnerability and creates a safe 
creative space for them to be in the moment and 
deliver a truthful performance.

You will have the wonderful opportunity to work on 
scenes that challenge you as an actor. These scenes 
are selected material that will endeavour to show the 
participants strengths, individuality and casting type. 
Topics to be covered include learning about shot sizes, 
camera techniques - understand eye lines, continuity, 
hitting your ‘mark’ and different techniques used for 
the actor to become ‘in the moment’ (Stanislavski, 
Method). You will learn to develop a truthful emotional 
connection that can be seen on camera. Before 
performing each scene, there will be rehearsal time 
and a chance to ask questions about the scenes. Each 
scene will be performed in front of the group and 
students will be given notes. The session will close 
with a great opportunity for group discussion, 
feedback and to reflect on the course and celebrate 
your achievements. Industry talks will cover business 
development and how to successfully grow your 
business as an actor globally.

As this is a 2 Day Master Course in Acting further 
training is encouraged on our 10 Weeks Beginners, 
Intermediate and Advanced Level Courses.

 DAY 1  Working with 
   the Casting Director

It is now increasingly common that actors are asked 
to self-tape and test read. Sometimes you are not 
available to audition, by self- taping you do not miss 
out on great opportunities, this is why it’s important 
to get it right. In much the same way that a good 
showreel can get you in the door, the same is true for 
self- tapes.

When you are preparing for a face-to- face audition, 
self-taping can also help. There’s no better way for you 
to see your own audition technique than to watch it 
back and hear it back, to reflect on what works and 
work on areas that need further development.

You will learn what kind of camera to use, where to 
shoot, lighting and how to frame. You will also learn 
how to prepare for your audition and slate to camera. 
We will also cover format requests such as Vimeo, 
WeTransfer and what casting directors prefer when 
sending in self-tapes.

 DAY 2  Self Tapes & Test Reads



THE

SPOTLIGHT
EXPERIENCE @SPOTLIGHTUK
The participants will be given a walkthrough of the 

spaces with a brief description of how the spaces are 

utilised at Spotlight. There will be a talk about 

Spotlight's history and why it is so important to have a 

Spotlight membership, led by David Flynn, Spotlight 

staff, Head of Professionals, Casting Directors, Agents 

and Personal Managers, and there will be industry 

giveaways for participants, additional Spotlight 

branded goodies such as pens and bags etc.

At the Spotlight, there will be a great opportunity for a 

live dummy run of what a real casting would be like. 

Participants will start with an Ident to camera, then a 

1-minute monologue of a casting script. Participants 

can also have the experience of filling out an Artist 

Declaration form which is what actors fill out at 

castings.

As an actor it is always good to be prepared when 

filling out Artist Declaration forms! Spotlight can then 

upload all the footage and send it directly to the 

participants email addresses after the mock auditions, 

along with the completed casting forms.

In the interim of participants waiting for their casting 

to be called, they can watch the Spotlight YouTube 

channel of valuable tips and tricks of the industry. This 

Spotlight experience is an essential part of the casting 

process.

Please wear comfortable and appropriate clothing as 

there will be physical work involved. Please do not 

eat food during the session, you may drink water and 

soft drinks during class.

When scripts are made available prior please come 

prepared with printed sides and the willingness to 

engage fully in the creative process in order to get 

the best out of the session.

Students should also bring a pad and pen to make 

notes during sessions.

DURING THE COURSE
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Ashabi is an Actor, Voiceover Artist, the Founder and 

CEO of GLOBAL7, and is passionate about creativity 

and education. GLOBAL7 is a diverse, multicultural, 

unique and inclusive Talent Agency, representing 

amazing Actors globally in film, TV, theatre, 

commercials, and in the corporate space. Alongside 

the Agency, GLOBAL7 offers ground breaking, short 

practical training courses in acting.

Ashabi has acted in TV dramas and theatre 

productions including Holby City (BBC) and Death 

And The King’s Horseman at the National Theatre 

(written by Wole Soykina, Directed by Rufus Norris). 

Ashabi has an extensive voiceover catalogue in 

media & business, including radio, continuity, 

telecommunications and corporate video 

voiceovers. Ashabi has experience of working in the 

voiceover industry internationally, with major clients 

including BBC, BBC World Service, Persil, The Body 

Shop, MTV, VO5, Rimmel London and more.

GLOBAL7’s vision and goal is to work collaboratively 

with media partners and industry professionals to 

increase representation off and on screen because 

representation matters, as it brings people together, 

amplifies our voices and creates cultural awareness.

Through the power of purposeful and intentional 

creative expression in arts and culture, we are 

connected and able to elevate to a higher level of 

consciousness, thus making a meaningful impact 

on our global society and pushing it forward.

ASHABI AJIKAWO

FOUNDER AND CEO OF GLOBAL7

OUR
TEAM
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TUTORS

Rudy is the Co-founder, Chairman & CEO of 
the Society of Voice Arts and Sciences™ 
(SOVAS™), and international nonprofit 
corporation that oversees That’s 
Voiceover!™ Career Expo, the Voice Arts® 
Awards and multiple programs providing 
training, education, academic/financial aid 
scholarships and career counseling for voice 
actors. SOVAS™ is the longest running 
voiceover conference in the world and has 
honored legendary talents, such as James 
Earl Jones, Lily Tomlin, Muhammad Ali, 
William Shatner, Michael Buffer, Erin 
Brockovich, Ken Burns, Nancy Cartwright, 
Sigourney Weaver, Patrick Howard Fraley, 
Phil Lamarr and Malcolm Jamal Warner.

Rudy is an Emmy-winning producer who 
began his professional career after 
graduating from New York University’s Film 
and Television program. He directed and 
produced several award winning short films 
before signing on as an apprentice film 
editor on Francis Coppola’s The Cotton Club. 
From there he went on to work with some 
of the most influential film makers of our 
time, including Jonathan Demme, Brian 
DePalma, Milos Forman, Spike Lee, and Alan 
Pakula. He then joined PBS as a director, 
where he produced 12 hours of 
documentary programming.

The PBS journalistic tradition was an ideal 
training ground for his next challenge as a 
producer with ABC News advertising and 
promotion. At ABC News, Rudy oversaw the 
creative direction of the advertising and 
promotional branding for World News 
Tonight, featuring the legendary Peter 
Jennings, 20/20 with Barbara Walters and 
Primetime Live with Diane Sawyer. 

He then joined Court TV as vice president of 
creative services, developing the on-air 
branding strategy and network identity 
during the infamous trials of the Menendez 
Brothers, OJ Simpson and Aileen Wuornos 
(later portrayed by Charlize Theron in 
Monster) Rudy played a central role in the 
successful re-brand and re-launch of Court 
TV from a news network to a news and 
entertainment venue – overseeing an 
award-winning re-branding campaign, that 
foreshadowed it’s final relaunch as Tru TV. 
He resides in Weehawken, New Jersey with 
his wife and business partner, Joan Baker.

RUDY GASKIN

PRESIDENT & CEO SOVAS

Joan is an American author, actor, 
voiceover artist and on-camera host. She is 
the Co-founder, CCO and Secretary of the 
Society of Voice Arts and Sciences™ 
(SOVAS™), an international nonprofit 
corporation that oversees That’s 
Voiceover!™ Career Expo, the Voice Arts® 
Awards and multiple programs providing 
training, education, academic/financial aid 
scholarships and career counseling for 
voice actors. SOVAS™ is the longest 
running voiceover conference in the world 
and has honored legendary talents, such as 
James Earl Jones, Lily Tomlin, Muhammad 
Ali, William Shatner, Michael Buffer, Erin 
Brockovich, Ken Burns, Nancy Cartwright, 
Sigourney Weaver, Patrick Howard Fraley, 
Phil Lamarr and Malcom Jamal Warner. 

Joan is the author of “Secrets of VoiceOver 
Success”, the first book to chronicle 
multiple career journeys of some of the top 
voice actors in America. The book remains 
the most prolific book on the subject after 
three (3) editions over more than 10 years. 
In addition, Joan has written a variety of 
trade articles, and co-written more than 50 
columns for Backstage Magazine with her 
husband, Rudy Gaskins. Alongside her 
duties as CCO for SOVAS™, Joan is among 
a very select group of professionals who are 
widely known and sought after, for 
teaching the craft of voice acting. She has 
taught the Columbia University Graduate 
Drama Class for the past two (2) years and 
also teaches for New York University and 
Kentucky University, Actors Institute (NYC), 
New York’s Professional Performing Arts 
School.

As a voice actor and producer, Joan has 
won a combined six (6) TellyAwards and 
two (2) PromaxBDA Awards. Her voice 
acting work includes commercials, promos 
and narration for ESPN, ABC’s, The View, 
HLN, TBS, HBO, Grand Theft Auto, 
Showtime, Nickelodeon, Chase Bank, 
American Express, NICK at NITE, ABC 
News, CBS Sports, Lifetime, Lexus, SPIKE 
TV. She’s the on-camera host for A&E’s 
Tribeca Film Festival Red Carpet Interviews.

Joan has got it going on live. Having 
announced Bravo’s Moving Image Salute 
to Will Smith, the Red Dress Awards, Muse 
Awards for Woman in Television & Film, 
PromaxBDA Conference and Matrix 
Awards, Joan’s career has always been 
coupled with her passion for philanthropic 
giving – spotlighted with feature articles in 
The New York Times, Black Enterprise, New 
York Post, Hollywood Reporter, New York 
Daily News, Backstage, Media Week, 
ADWEEK and Broadcasting & Cable and 
Crain’s USA. Joan currently resides in 
Weehawken, New Jersey with her husband 
and business partner, Rudy Gaskins.

JOAN BAKER

VICE PRESIDENT SOVAS

Dave Fennoy has been a video game voice 
since the mid ’90s and has voiced a variety 
of characters in more than 100 games. He 
has been nominated for several awards, 
including a BAFTA, and won Dice and 
Machinima awards for his video game 
work. IMDB has named him one of the 20 
best male game voices of all time.

The video game industry is the biggest 
entertainment business in the world, 
bringing in more dollars than film and 
music combined. Last year, 3 video games 
earned a billions dollars in less than 48 
hours – a feat never achieved by a movie! 
This industry is growing and demands 
voice actors who can bring a variety of 
characters to life. To become a successful 
voice actor in this lucrative and growing 
market, you need both talent and the 
specialized skills video game acting 
requires.

DAVE FENOY

VOICEOVER ACTOR

Lloyd trained as an Actor at LAMDA. She has 
toured the UK with the English 
Shakespeare Company teaching 
Shakespeare workshops in schools. This 
began an extensive career as a drama 
facilitator in schools and workshops across 
the country for the Education Department 
& Connections Festival (Royal National 
Theatre, Soho Theatre), Young Playwrights 
Competition & Young Theatre Makers 
(Theatre Royal Plymouth), Wellcome 
Science Centre Stage (University of 
Glamorgan), Historic Palaces: Tower of 
London (Education Department, Group 64, 
Youth Theatre Director).

Returning to her first love voice, she gained 
an MFA in Voice Studies at the Royal 
Central School of Speech & Drama.  Since 
then she has worked at ALRA, RCSSD and 
Chiswick Theatre Arts. She has also worked 
for the Royal Shakespeare Company on 
their Barbican season and for the NHS 
Leadership Programme.  She currently 
teaches on the Foundation Acting and MA 
at Arts Education as well as many courses 
on voice and public speaking at the City 
Literary Institute.

LLOYD WYLDE

VOICE, ACCENT & DIALECT

COACH
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Tas’ theatre credits include The Tempest; 
Midsummer Nights Dream (Flute Theatre); 
Timon of Athens (Factory Theatre); I Do 
(Dante or Die/Almeida Festival); The Two 
Noble Kinsmen; The Tempest; Romeo and 
Juliet (2004); Anthony and Cleopatra; In 
Extremis; Romeo and Juliet (2007 Globe 
Tour); Much Ado About Nothing (Ed.Tour); 
Othello (Ed.Tour) all for Shakespeare's Globe 
Theatre. Other theatre work includes: Paul 
(National Theatre); Natural Breaks and 
Rhythms (Northampton); Oedipus
(Actors of Dionysus); Woyzech (Theatre 
Melange); Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner 
(Calypso Productions); Macbeth (Ludlow 
Festival); The Lion, The Witch And The 
Wardrobe (RSC). Film includes: American 
Odyssey (NBC); Hippie Hippie Shake, dir. 
BeebanKidron & Simon McBurney; Jack 
Brown and the Curse of the Crown; Hidden 
City. Television includes: Murder 
Investigation Team (Thames TV), 
Neighbours (Grundy Television) Tas trained 
as an actor at Rose Bruford College and 
completed his MA in Applied Theatre at 
Goldsmiths College, UCL. As a Learning 
Consultant for Globe Education the main 
thrust of my work centers on a rigorous 
exploration of the text, coupled with the use 
of experiential 'play' as a tool for revealing 
and understanding themes, character, 
language, motivation and staging. I have 
extensive experience working with a vast 
range of participants with diverse needs; 
students, teachers, workshop facilitators, 
and adults. International work has seen Tas 
deliver and direct Shakespeare’s work in 
Germany, Malta, Buenos Aires, India, The 
West Bank, China, Paris and the United 
States. Tas has also devised and delivered 
bespoke programmes on leadership, justice 
and mercy, the outsider, themes around 
Gender, and he continues to maintain an 
expanding international network of 
Shakespeare professionals. Tas has also 
directed on the Theatre Makers / 
Engagement programme for the Unicorn 
Theatre and directed an Arabic adaptation 
of Romeo and Juliet in Jenin Refugee 
Camp, Palestine (OPT). 

Tas works with Emergency Exit Arts and, 
working as the UK lead artist, has recently 
completed a 10-month European 
collaborative project working with 
international artists from Germany, France 
and Estonia. Tas also works with Talawa 
Theatre Company (one of the UK’s leading 
black theatre company’s) and has 
developed and manages Purple Room 
Studios (purpleroomstudios.co.uk) an 
independent production and post 
production studio, delivering voice and 
audio commissions for the BBC, British Red 
Cross, Crisis, and TENDER, a charity that 
explores and promotes healthy 
relationships with young people.

TAS EMIABATA

ACTOR

Rex trained at the Webber Douglas 
Academy of Dramatic Art where he was 
awarded the 1995 Laurence Olivier Bursary. 
His theatre work has included Festen, To 
Kill A Mockingbird (Theatre Clwyd) Death 
and the Kings Horseman and The Emperor 
Jones (National Theatre); Hamlet, 
Cymbeline, The Spanish Tragedy, Henry 
VIII, More Words (Royal Shakespeare 
Company); Our Country’s Good (Watermill 
Theatre, Newbury); African Snow (York 
Theatre Royal, Trafalgar Studios and tour); 
The Tempest (New Wolsey, Ipswich); The 
Wizard of Oz, Master Harold... and the Boys, 
To Kill a Mockingbird, The Lion, the Witch 
and The Wardrobe (Leicester Haymarket); 
The Beggars Opera, Flyin’ West (Orange 
Tree Theatre); Hamlet, Twelfth Night 
(Merlin International Theatre, Budapest); 
Macbeth (Ludlow Festival). His television 
and film has included Moses Jones, Jack 
Brown and the Curse of the Crown, On the 
8-Ball, Tales of The Underground, The Bill, 
Whacked! and Angell's Hell and opera has 
included Down by the Greenwoodside 
(Three Mills Island).

REX OBANO

ACTOR

From travel, lifestyle, to corporate, online 
content, explainers, animation, narrative 
and charitable causes – there is not a type 
of campaign that Bhavnisha Parmar can’t 
voice.

Bhavnisha has provided her voice for some 
of the world’s best-known brands, with 
big-name clients including Apple, Twitter, 
Expedia, Nokia, Reebok, P&G, BBC and 
McKinsey, to name just a few. Bhav's also 
has an equally impressive portfolio of 
on-camera work that includes Brothers 
With No Game, Darren Has A Breakdown, 
Aami and Frank and her role as Sonya 
Khan in Doctor Who. As a member of 
Equity, we’re very excited to have Bhav 
take her rightful place on our voiceover 
course.

BHAVNISHA PARMAR

ACTOR, VOICEOVER ACTOR,

PRESENTER ON BBC

RADIO ASIAN NETWORK

Diana Patrick, Television Director

http://m.imdb.com/name/nm0665840/

Mike Cocker, Television Director

http://m.imdb.com/name/nm0168314/

Same Kelly, Managing Partner, 
CMO at AKQA

Ellen Thomas, Actor

http://m.imdb.com/name/nm0858794/

David Ajala, Actor

http://m.imdb.com/name/nm2916966/

SPECIAL GUESTS 

HAVE INCLUDED
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FREQUENTLY 
ASKED 
QUESTIONS
What is G7?
GLOBAL7 was created by Ashabi Ajikawo (Actress, Agent 
and Inspirational Speaker) and is a vibrant, diverse, 
multicultural and dynamic agency representing talented 
versatile Actors from across the globe for Film, Television, 
Theatre, Commercials, Voice-Overs, Radio, Stills 
Photography and Corporate Engagements. G7 recognise 
the challenges that actors face and has set about building a 
powerful community of actors by running Casting Director 
workshops and now Acting for Film & Television short 
courses. The aim is to inspire and empower actors by 
further developing the actors craft and business approach 
to their acting careers where the prospects of getting great 
acting work is achievable and sustainable.

Why are we called GLOBAL7?
To empower and encourage the actor to see their acting 
career from a global perspective. G7 are committed to 
inclusion and prides itself with representing actors from rich 
cultural backgrounds. 7 is a lucky number and G7 believes 
in creating your own luck globally and sharing the luck with 
others. We promote ‘Where Talent Meets Opportunity’, 
‘Together Everyone Achieves More’ (TEAM).

What events do you hold?
G7 run groundbreaking Acting short courses, amazing 
talent showcases and conduct casting director workshops, 
all in the heart of Soho!

Who can attend?
Actors (and those represented by other agents) who love 
and are passionate about their craft and career. Actors 
irrespective of what stage they are at in their careers are 
encouraged to attend.

How many actors will be on the course?
There is usually 15 - 25 participants in each class.

How long does the course last?
2 weeks, 1 evening a week, 6pm - 9.30pm, each session is 3 
and a half hours.

Do I get a certificate at the end of the 
course?
This course is not an accredited acting course, however you 
will receive a certificate of achievement after successfully 
completing the course.

How does acting representation work?
GLOBAL7 offer representation to participants who they 
believe are ready to work as a professional actor by 
demonstrating their talents and commitment to learning 
and development. This is a very competitive industry and 
Casting Directors only want to see the best actors thus we 
must ensure that we represent the best talent. Our 
courses provide the platform for participants to showcase 
their talents as well as their ability to work well in a team. 
Previous participants have successfully been offered 
representation by GLOBAL7.

Do I need to be a member of Spotlight?
G7 believe that Spotlight membership is very important 
for an actor. However if you do not have membership G7 
encourage those interested to attend the course where 
you will learn why membership is important.

What happens when I pay?
When payment is received you will be sent a receipt and 
confirmation of your booking within 2 working days.

Please note that if you do not receive a receipt, it is the 
participants responsibility to make contact with G7 to 
confirm the booking. There will be a processing charge 
added to the price of the course.

When an actor gets cold feet?
Make contact with G7, were here to support you.

What are actors expected to provide?
Please provide both the link to your Spotlight page and 
view PIN or a CV and head shot (do not worry if you do 
not have any of these). Please also ensure we have your 
correct contact details.

The course is sold out, what should I do?
The Acting course is highly sought after. G7 will hold 
regular short courses so if you miss one you can always 
book another course. Continue to check website for 
updates at www.global7casting.com

What happens when I turn up at the 
course?
You will be welcomed by GLOBAL7. It is very important 
that we start on time to get the best out of the sessions.

What happens after the course?
GLOBAL7 may offer acting representation if we feel you 
are ready to work at a professional level which means 
suggesting you for professional castings / auditions. You 
may also wish to continue your learning with us. You are 
also encouraged to provide feedback on your experience. 
Please respect that once the course has ended the 
Casting Director has finished working. If you would like to 
know more after the course, please feel free to ask that 
question in the Q&A. Places are limited, to ensure a place, 
hurry and confirm your booking.

We look forward to seeing you talented actors and 
voiceover artists at the course.
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SUPPORTERS 

Please follow the instructions to 
confirm and pay for your course 
online using PayPal. 

GLOBAL7 2 DAY MASTER COURSE IN 
ACTING can be booked online at: 
www.global7casting.com

If you wish to speak to a member of 
the short course team, we are more 
than happy to help, please call or send 
an email.

Mobile: 07956 956 652
Email: global7castings@gmail.com

Please note that participants must be 
18 years and over to take this course, 
terms and conditions apply. GLOBAL7 
is committed to Diversity, Inclusion 
and Equality Of Opportunity. This 
course content is subject to change.

BOOK YOUR 
PLACE

G7 reserve the right to change 
information on the website regarding 
format, cost and Casting Director 
before bookings but without prior 
notification. By attending the 
GLOBAL7 2 DAY MASTER COURSE IN 
ACTING course you agree that 
GLOBAL7 is not liable for any loss or 
damage caused to any persons or 
property and does not accept liability 
for any accident, injury or 
misadventure.

By attending the course you consent 
to GLOBAL7 without further 
consideration or compensation to the 
use (full or in part) of all pictures and 
videotapes taken and / or recordings 
made of you and / or written 
extraction, in whole or in part, of such 
recordings for the purposes of 
publicity, illustration, broadcast, or 
distribution in any manner.

The GLOBAL7 2 DAY MASTER 
COURSE IN ACTING is designed to 
educate and empower the 
participants and does not in anyway 
constitute employment or 
representation. When you book you 
will receive confirmation of your 
booking within 2 working days. If you 
do not receive receipt of 
acknowledgement please note that it 
is your responsibility to contact 
GLOBAL7 to confirm your booking.

Payment, Cancellations 
and Refunds
When making payments through the 
GLOBAL7 site you are required to 
accept the terms and conditions every 
time a payment is taken, using secure 
payment provided by PayPal.

PayPal has a processing fee and this is 
added to the 2 DAY MASTER COURSE 
IN ACTING short course fee. Click here 
to read PayPals Terms and Conditions.

GLOBAL7 reserve the right to cancel 
and make changes to the course at 
short notice. Including moving dates 
and changes to Casting Directors / 
tutors.

Whilst this should be avoided at all 
times, it is sometimes unavoidable. As 
much notice as possible will be given 
to those who have booked on to the 
course that needs to undergo 
changes (dates, course content or 
Casting Directors / tutors) or be 
cancelled completely. In the unlikely 
event of GLOBAL7 cancelling the 
course before the start date full 
refunds are offered in these 
circumstances. No other 
compensation can be paid.

Full refunds do not apply to course 
date changes, changes to the course 
and to Casting Directors / tutors.

Please ensure we have correct contact 
details, if you do not supply this, G7 
cannot contact you for last minute 
changes. Please note in the event of 
cancellation due to illness of either the 
Casting Director or the participants, 
G7 take no responsibility and are not 
liable for any costs. All efforts will be 
made to reschedule where possible.

TERMS AND 
CONDITION
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VOICEOVER 
EQUIPMENT 
To kick start your Voiceover career, below is a list 

of voiceover equipment essentials for beginners.

Microphone
A condenser 

microphone captures
sounds thus needs to 
be of good

Mic Stand
A mic stand is 

essential for

consistency and 

an even sound

Headphones
Enables you to hear 
recordings

Preamp
Amplifies the 
electrical signal 
by the mic

Shockmount
A shock mount suspends 
the microphone
 and helps reduce 
unwanted noises

Pop Screen / Pop 
filter
A pop screen helps to 
diffuse plosive
sounds (pop sounds)

A Computer Recording 
or Editing Software
Your computer is necessary to 
store all your recording, and 
send recording to clients. It's 
important to back up files 
with a hard drive or in the 
cloud. The use of software will 
enable you to record and edit.

Acoustic Treatment
Home studios must be able 
to control the sound 
produced and keep 
unwanted noise out
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CONTACT FOR ANY DETAILS

MOBILE NO. +44 (0) 7956 956 652

EMAIL global7castings@gmail.com

WEBSITE www.global7casting.com 

 

@G7Women

/G7Women

/g7women


